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The Arbitration and Conciliation Act,
1996 – Review & Proposed Amendment
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Judicial Intervention in execution of
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award in particular foreign awards,

With the Indian economy growing up

present act.
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reforms in every sector at bullet speed
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act was enacted to consolidate and
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Arbitration and enforcement of foreign
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Commission on International Trade Law)
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the principles led down in various
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deal with International Commercial
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various judgments pronounced by
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the courts which are against the spirit
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case.

Arbitration, 1985 and the UNCITRAL
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Following are the major amendments proposed by the Law Commission of India :Amendment of provisions of
the Act

Issues

Purpose

Achieve fairness, speed and
economy

To demonstrate and reaffirm the Act’s focus
to

Appointment of Emergency
Arbitrator

To ensure statutory recognition to
institutional rules in India

Section 2 (i) (d)

Principle Civil Court of
original jurisdiction

To avoid conflict of Jurisdiction

Section 2 (i) (e)

Parties to arbitration

To include a person who derives his interest
from such party

Section 2 (i) (h)

Seat of Arbitration

To differentiate between seat of arbitration
and venue of arbitration

Section 2 (i) (hh) – New
insertion.
Amendment to Section 20

Jurisdiction of Indian Court

To ensure Indian courts can only exercise
jurisdiction under part (i) and with respect to
certain provisions even where seat of
arbitration is outside India

Section 2 (ii)

Regime of costs including fees
and expenses of the arbitrators

To discourage frivolous proceedings and
inequitable conduct

Section 6A – New insertion

Existence of arbitration
agreement

To ensure judicial authority not refer the
parties to arbitration – non existence of
arbitration agreement or it null and void

Section 8

Copy of Affidavit/ Certified
copy

To ensure the smaller market players are not
prejudiced by the action of the powerful
bodies

Section 8 (ii)

Independence or impartiality
– time limit to finish the
arbitration and publish the
award

To ensure independence and impartiality of
arbitrators, avoid undue delay and lengthy
arbitration proceedings and to publish the
award within a definite time

Section 12 (i)
Section 14

Allegations of fraud and
corruption

To empower tribunal to decide on issue of
fraud

Section 16 (vii) – New insertion

Interim protection and its
effective enforcement

To provide tribunal same powers as Civil Court
for interim protection and its enforcement

Section 17

Continuous Hearings

To avoid unnecessary adjournments and to
ensure expeditious hearings

Section 24

Rate of Interest

To ensure default rate of interest is in line
with prevailing commercial realities and not
arbitrary figures

Section 31

Standards for setting aside an
award

To ensure minimum judicial intervention in
the execution of arbitral awards

Section 34

Stay on enforcement of award

To ensure mere filing of an application under
Section 34 does not operate as an automatic
stay

Section 36

Preamble

It is hoped that the proposed amendments which are pending before the government becomes
law immediately and India becomes the most favourite destination for arbitration. w
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